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Abstract: The accountability of private data authority is the main issue that owners always
concern and look for the good way to solve it, particularly in the cloud computing services era
nowadays. On-demand service of cloud computing allows users to access the data anytime,
anywhere from any sources but such access need to be in limitation. Cloud computing presents
a level of risk because fundamental services are often outsourced to a Third Party Agreement or
well known as Cloud Service Providers. In this paper, the authors provide literature review,
present a layered framework for Tracking Reliable Data in the Cloud to control the data usage,
others unauthorized access and make certain that the Service License Agreement which is signed
between Cloud Service Providers and data owners is trespassing the rights or not.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is an internet based and substructure on utility to implement
different types of services by consuming pool of resources mainly hardware,
software, database, network; this serviceability is consigned in terms of pay-for-
use (pay as you go) basis during the time signed per specific Service Level Agreement
(SLA). This segment of cloud computing in the market is nowadays highly
competitive nevertheless capable of improving high-quality and best-priced value
at consumer door-steps. In retrospective the consuming service is about to turn the
effectively use of cash flow relative as an alternative to use own resources and assets
into any organization. The applicability of cloud computing is simultaneously for a
software service party a whopping challenge forasmuch as making deployments
models either in Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) or Business Process as a Service (BPaaS) in order to
offer quality of service (QoS) under safety and higher value [1, 2]. Notwithstanding,
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all these deployment layers models contain the biggest challenge in stock up a right
costing model where both consumers and providers glean technical satisfaction
alongside the rating fee.

Global Port Logistics firms need to choose solutions to handle massive data
volumes and optimize their data through a partner management. Disparate data
arrives in various formats and over a variety of protocols. Traditionally data
management systems had been built, but it is time to move to a more standardized
system that could manage an increasing number of transactions and leverage the
speed of business through Web access [3]. Prevailing centralized management and
advanced monitoring of a high-volume of data were part of the key points to allow
us this framework model from traditional data backup to tremendous data update
out of Port Logistics. This new phenomenon of data privacy and our research
scope needs to consider partners, prearranged plans for its growth, high
performance, reporting, and safety measures.

In distinction of data security, we remark the importance process of tracking
reliable data in the cloud while using multiple, extensive security and performance
analysis structures. Our work is among the first few ones in this field of cloud
computing for Port Logistics, previous statement leads to consider the enforcement
distribution and controlled data storage in the cloud. As this gloom services are
one particular instance of such system environments, the authors have planned
the study from a general work to emphasized more in real-scientific world in order
to investigate any necessity, design, adaptability and utilize a framework capable
to offer highly efficient, resilient against failure, malicious data modification attack
or even server colluding attacks to secure data (for instance future ubiquitous
technology).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section I, offers the current context
of cloud computing services for Port Logistics, analysis of feasibility, the
deployment models participating in this immense community of cloud services,
whip out a scientific design world contribution. Section II, describe recently security
compliance regimes for Port Logistics and the necessity of using cloud services to
rescue inner layers of the service, this passage ends with summary of previous
research framework and models applied in erstwhile researches. Section III, Present
a layered framework for tracking reliable data in the cloud to control the data
access and usage developed by the main author of this exploratory document, the
framework was structured at the e-Business & Intelligent System Laboratory in
South Korea, Busan. The authors aim to establish control over other unauthorized
access and certainly evaluate how this abuse intrusion affects the Service License
Agreement (SLA) signed between cloud service providers (sometimes called cloud
brokers) and users, how the unethical movement generates to the data owners a
risk of access from the unauthorized users. Section IV, Suggest the methodology
that can be used to implement this framework model and proposed a work based
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on the usage of policies from Third Parties Providers. We include results on security
or threat issues currently existing and propose some mitigation process. Section
V. Conclude our paper work, state some limitations and future research to follow
in order to implement this framework sketch in Port Logistics in the nearest future.

II. THE NEW SECURITY REGIME IN PORT LOGISTICS

(A) Port Logistics Data

The current situation is exceptionally different from the vision of better data
management and more fitting security from track and trace technology. Much of
the information that is currently input into the regulatory cross border processes
derive from the private sector (stakeholders in the supply chain practice). Even in
today’s supply chain, traders continue to re-enter data in the format required by
the different regulatory bodies. This re-entering of data is highly inefficient and
does not meet today’s security requirements [4, 5].

In the future government authorities, including customs administrations, will
seek to obtain data in electronic format directly from the originator of the
information. This will require the facility for data interchange between the Business-
to-Business (B2B) components of the United Nations electronic Trade Documents
(UNeDocs) data model and the World Customs Organization (WCO) Data Model.
This data exchange will only be possible if the data structures and the information
requirements of the Business-to-Government (B2G) layer in the UNeDocs and the
WCO Data Models are harmonized through a common reference data mock-up
[6]. S. Sundareswaran et al. [7] mentions that this will be a globalised requirement,
setting universal standards and procedures which will impact developed and
developing countries alike and security of information.

Process management software applications, for example, can provide real-time
shipment visibility and security monitoring to ensure that containers and cargo
have not been tampered with. Customers can monitor the actual movements of
their assets and shipments, as read through the Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) network, against their previously planned movement [7-9]. We summarize
the previous statement with a semantic way to provide alerts that can be used to
notify security, operational managers and customs if there is a breach in security
or a diversion from an approved route. By increasing monitoring and visibility of
goods flowing through the supply chain, real-time sensor tags allow companies to
maintain the financial and security integrity of the international trade supply chain
(RFID and Ubiquitous technology researches).

In the establishment of future requirements and standards for the
management of information there is no doubt about the need to save the
information contained in countless databases. To provide an ad hoc key to this
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security problem, cloud computing has raised a range of important privacy and
pro tem solver of security issues. Such matters are due to the fact that in the
cloud any users’ data and applications reside—at least for a certain amount of
time—on the cloud cluster [10]. Different and widespread concerns arise since
in the cloud it is not always clear to individuals users why their personal
information is requested or it will be used or passed on to other parties [11, 21].
Customers just have their basic idea that the private data are sent to the cloud in
an encrypted form only, and the processing is done by using other encrypted
data. The output of the processing is deobfuscated by the privacy manager to
reveal the correct result [15].

(B) Previous Port Logistics Research and Statement of Future Data Models

Enhance of security, compliance and service logistics management force to re-
think our traditional way of managing the data business and takes the idea to
develop a framework to follow standards and the Authorized Economic Operator
(AEO) concept to new heights of private, public and hybrid clouds partnerships
by replacing, designing new and exciting models for integrated information
management [6]. For instance, PWC (plan 2030) “concerns around data privacy
are increasingly ignored in favor of greater security to keep global supply
chains running smoothly”, data containing information about individuals,
companies, financials and goods needs to flow around the clock [12]. Often data
are shared and stored through web-based applications. Great technological
progress has been made in logistics operations, with tracking and tracing
systems using barcodes or RFID tags as well as GPS systems now being
commonplace [3].

In our own criteria transportation and logistics companies and customers can
now retrieve background information of a shipment at every step in the supply
chain and identify its location. The ports, therefore, has the flexibility to adapt
software to specific customer requirements and the expertise to create packages in
an ongoing program to develop and keep abreast of advances in electronic data
interchange (EDI) but the same data that provides transparency for legitimate users
can also attract cargo thieves, who are now using the Internet to track shipments,
book transportation with legitimate motor carriers, or, conversely, to set up bogus
trucking operations that arrange cargo pick-ups for legitimate shippers and
forwarders. Japan and Korea have adopted a strategy to provide secure, reliable,
faster and more efficient data security services, they operate with fully equipped,
sophisticated systems, high bandwidth networking infrastructure and support staff
with a commitment to embracing new technologies that will increase efficiency
and productivity in the transportation of data generated from Port Logistics
companies in order to cover they need and to step up efforts to thwart such schemes
[16].
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Nowadays, many service providers of cloud based ERP system have been
penetrating in Port Logistics industry. That is the big challenge for this special
area. If case of using cloud ERP based on SaaS model, the cloud ERP provider may
offer cloud storage and the storage space over the cloud can be rented from ERP
vendor or from various cloud service providers [17, 18]. However, cloud storage
will contain organizations data (for instance, master/ transactional data) and will
require regular server maintenance which can be outsourced as service in cloud
eco-system [19, 21]. Korea and Japan have implemented several technological
systems services to facilitate the businesses [6, 16].

The upsetting issue is classified by the majority of firms as they do not necessary
know where their data is stored and also if the provider is local or international
[4]. There is no guarantee that clouds vendor’s necessarily own the cloud. Applying
a cloud service platform Port Logistic Enterprises have to take the risk to unknown
the geographic physical location of their data storage, which possibly is in same
country [4, 7].

Some more information regarding to framework security can also be found as
follow: Z. Wang, et al. (2011) the author discussed some security and privacy issues
in cloud computing and suggested methods like: cloud security and privacy
including: access control method which is an application of Role-Based Access
Control (RBAC) [13].

James B.D. Joshi (2005) suggest on cloud computing to produce one algorithm
called cloud-based RBAC [14]. This author defined the basic component as: Cloud
User, Access Permission, Role and Session. He stated that at the beginning of each
session, cloud users can request to acquire some of the roles (permissions). Ex. 1) If
the role is enabled, some sensitive requests are granted. In this way review this
statement contribute to handle the malicious attacks on user data and how it can be
prevented as for such activity a user cannot acquire the access permission, 2) policy
integration method which is a dynamic policy control mechanism to handle the
multi-policy problems and dynamically determine some of the dominant policies
during certain data processing, 3) identity management method which is used to
prevent the unauthorized secondary usage of data. In this method the author added
the Cloud Privacy Label (CPL) to the user centric identity management.

Moonam Ko (2009) et al., employs a mechanism to protect the cloud users’
privacy, user control by using a method to solve the problem [15], these authors
exhort that the cloud users will lose control of their data as a result of virtualization.
Such method address to the necessity to introduce the Third Party Auditor (TPA)
to balance the power between cloud service providers and cloud users [20]. Finally,
Ko’s point of view conclude that his methods can only deal with one or two aspects
of cloud security problems, and emphasizes more methods have to be proposed in
the future in order to provide a complex secure cloud but considering easily
applicability.
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Mathisen (2011) discuss some vital issues to ensure a secure cloud environment
[16]. In our opinion, all of these should include basic security policies (e.g., inside
threats, access control and system portability), software security (e.g., virtualization
technology, host operating system, guest operating system and data encryption)
and hardware security (e.g., backup, server location and firewall).

In [17] Meiko Jensen (2009) shows to improve cloud computing security
capabilities of both web browsers and web service frameworks. The cloud service
all should be strengthened. This can best be done by integrating the latter into the
former but does not apply maturity of framework into a cloud computing era.

M. Okuhara et al. (2010), explains how customers, despite their deep-seated
concerns and uneasiness about cloud computing can enjoy the benefits of the cloud
without worry if cloud services providers use appropriate architectures for
implementing security measures [18].

S. Markose, et al. (2009), suggests a guide analysis of data where the strengths
of their work is identification and discussion on cloud computing security issues
to educate end users about security and private risks associated with cloud services
[28]. The weakness is that they haven‘t proposed any framework to address and
identify accessing users unauthorized issues.

K. Munir & S, et al. (2012) argues that, with continued research advances in
trusted framework computing and computation supporting encryption [5],
nevertheless on the other hand they do not consider how life in the cloud can be
advantageous from a business-intelligence stand point, over the isolated alternative
that is more common nowadays.

R. La‘Quata Sumter (2010), recommends how the rise in the scope of cloud
computing has brought fear about the Internet security and the threat of safeness
in cloud computing which is continuously increasing [19]. The limitation analyzed
here is that consumers of the cloud computing services have serious concerns
regarding the availability of their data whenever it is required.

Key management from Wayne A. Jansen (2011) argues the continue research
advances in trusted computing [23], however there is not observation how
computation supporting encryption, and life in the cloud can be advantageous
from a business-intelligence stand point, over the isolated alternative that is more
common in a business requirement 24/7 workflow path.

III. THREATS TO CLOUD COMPUTING IN PORT LOGISTICS

Port Logistics needs a crucial methodology to use an approach which is based on
top-down method to analyze security requirements and to develop effective
security encryptions. Security policies themselves do not solve problems but can
complicate things if they are not clearly written and consistently observed. These
policies are needed to set up organizational efforts [5].
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Companies such as, 3PLs, 4PLs, Transportation Operators, etc (a small section
of the conglomerate of companies included in Port Logistics), have identify that
security requirements are generally not analyzed early enough in the system
development process, and few of these organizations proactively have worked to
safeguard sensitive business information stored in the cloud because they lack
cloud-specific security policies [4, 21]. Due to the complexity of the cloud
environment, effective testing demands, nonfunctional requirements such as those
related to security be analyzed and policies are moving early to another stage to
address them in the development process of using a comprehensive approach
considering the entire cloud [22].

There are several cloud security standards and guidelines which describe the
various aspects of security in the cloud environment. However, while reviewing
those security standards and guidelines and to the best of our research knowledge,
we have not found if there are cloud security best practices, and guidelines that
meet the complete needs of Port Logistics organizations, and basically is a new
topic to be studied. Therefore, we have made an attempt to provide generic
improvements and contribution to improve and motivate more investments in
the security guidelines for cloud providers and port logistic, at the same time to
link benefits from cloud computing practitioners to consumers.

The framework overview layer presented in this opportunity aims addressing
the end-to-end trust management and tracking accountability problems in
federated systems. The authors’ focus is very different from the customized
frameworks and mainly leverage trust relationships for tracking accountability,
along with authentication and anomaly detection. Our framework model requires
a third-party service (Port Logistics Data Owner Industry) to complete the checking
access and lower level monitoring of system resources.

Additionally, we have designed a framework with a basic structure that
consider security from the initial requirements and design stages to approach more
secure. The research also proposes the usage of policies attached to the data and
present logic for accountability data in distributed settings. Crispo and Ruffo (2009)
proposed an interesting approach related to accountability in case of delegation
rather than access control [30]. Cloud computing for Port Logistics over the past
few years has led to a situation of innovations and new technologies, even though
many hubs, research firms, etc. have heard of it, but far fewer actually understand
what it is and, more importantly, how it can create a circle of benefits for everyone.

With the rapid development of cloud computing, Port Logistics is demanding
quality of service (QoS) as an important aspect in cloud. This QoS should be
maintained by Service Level Agreement (SLA). In the majority of cases such
agreement is in theory nothing but the negotiation process is a strategic point
since SLA are the legal entity to fulfill all expectation of cloud subscriber, for that
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purpose a formal negotiation process to conduct the involving cloud service
provider and cloud subscriber will be commitment between cloud service provider
and cloud subscriber [24]. Generally SLA includes average response time of system
and also throughput points.

To contribute with the current tendency, we summarized tree main parameters
and action analysis case of cloud computing where Port Logistics can take
considerations, such as:

1. Accomplishment: If the Service Level Agreement is violated, AUDIT will
report this eventually, and reproduces evidence of the violation.

2. Correctness: If the Service Level Agreement is not disturbed means there
will be no other access of fraudulent user and the auditing mechanism
successfully conducted, AUDIT will not report a violation.

3. Inspection: Any evidence of an alleged violation can be checked
independently by a third party, even If the third party trusts neither the
customer nor the provider.

Three main actions that we recommend to use in a hierarchical decomposition
analysis and design of this framework to discuss some potential threats relevant
to Cloud based in our experience of implementing the cloud resources over a
network are detailed as follow:

1. Business Model and IT: Cloud computing, especially as servers, storage
and applications are provided by off-site external service providers, port
logistics organizations need to rethink or evaluate different risks associated
with transfer or loss of control over the infrastructure shared or acquired.
Basically this is one of the major threats where usage of cloud computing
services is a hinder.

Action to Counter the Problem

We propose a reliable end-to-end encryption management in port logistics, end-
to-end encryption would be encrypted at the source, unreadable to service
providers; it involves the originating party encrypting data to be readable only by
the intended recipient, and the receiving party decrypting it.

2. Abusive and insecure interfaces/ API: These can often allow an intruder
to plant a malicious attack.

Action to Counter the Problem

We suggest applying initial registration through proper validation/verification
and stronger authentication. In addition to this, the user’s network traffic should
be monitored comprehensively.
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3. Sharing and loss of data leakage: Cloud computing is a multi-tenant
architecture and virtualization is used to offer share on-demand services.
The risk of using the same share application among different users has a
high vulnerability allowing malicious user to gain access and control as a
legitimate user of the virtual machines.

Action to Counter the Problem

We recommend the implementation of SLA for patching, strong authentication,
and access control to administrative tasks as some of the solutions to address such
issues. This path also include security of API, data integrity, secure storage for
used keys, data for those threats affecting IaaS, its backups, and retention policies.

IV. OUR SECURITY MODEL

In this section, we describe how the security framework operates the access data
in the cloud against several threats mentioned in previous section; we focus on
scalability and security. Figure 1. shows the security units. The peculiarity of this
framework is the implementation process and how user can be certificated by the
Data Owner-PLI (sub cloud contractor party certificate authority), and then this
entity can be issued a key token for service by End User Service Portal (EUSP).
After completing the service portal process and completing the access registration,
Port Logistics Users (PLU) can start to purchase and use cloud services which are
provided by independent and single broker service provider, while the EUSP (Data
Log Files) compose and take responsibility to guarantee access control, security
policy, a secret management key, service configuration, auditing management,
and virtual environments to secure access control using Virtual Private Network
(VPN) and extra activities of cloud service managing and configuration to different
users.

The extra units for access control process and providing flexible service on
each component are detailed as follow:

(A) Data UserAccess and Configuration

This phase consist to module any single data where the owner is basically
categorized as a user that must register with the fully details in the cloud hosting
server.

(B) Data UserUploading in the Cloud Server

Consecutively this process contributes on tracking the Cloud server and establishes
the obtainment signed public key or private key access policy. Then load the owner
data into encrypted log file. The owner data and log file is bounded or coupled
together [7].
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(C) User and Data Configuration in the Cloud Server

The cloud server is the leading access to distribute the encryption of secret key to
the data owner. Note that cloud server previously stores the data owner details in
the data stockpile as an entity (it is key object model). When the users request to
get the data from the cloud server, they get the data with log file. This log file
stores the user session details and finally this log file is send to data owner.

(D)Auditing User and Data

Auditing process from the Data Owner (PLI), such framework cooperates to
maintain a nearly real time data access for Supplier Management (SM), Warehouse
and Other Clients.

(E) Log Files

This consists of the time taken to create a log file and then measure the overhead
in the system. With respect to time, the overhead can occur at three points: during
the authentication, during encryption of a log record, and during the merging of
the logs. The development of future researches, this case is only results, yet a system
design and platform will be required to test and obtain preliminary results.

(F) Security Analysis of Log Files

We rhetorically discuss possible attacks to the framework; our emphasis is only
the integrity checking mechanism for logs that must be detected.

Figure 1. shows how the register users get access to be authorized into the
cloud and encrypted data, after log of files is secretly configured or access, then
the log of files is pushed to pull all the modes for the user.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section discusses cloud security and privacy issues, propose a work based on
the usage of policies applied along with data to address tracking accountability
issues in distributed environment and model the suggested algorithms.

(A) Proposed Cloud Security Framework

Figure 2 present a flow diagram of the proposed tracking process to secure the
access in the cloud. Figure 2, describes the overall course of action and the message
specification that describe the framework view. The protocol consists of the: case
study where a main Terminal Operator Company request a pile of information
from the Cloud Broker Service Agent to Cloud Service User Agent, the framework
details how authentication through a proxy is done and completed through the
main proxy server, the agent needs to reaches to the trusted-agent situated at Broker
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and flow information procedure. The case consists of analyzing either the increase
or decrease of trusted information depending on the type of communication used.

(B) Security Framework and Case Study Algortim to Request Information

This algorithm is designed for solicitation of information operates in cloud service
user agent (ç) that submit request (Ã) to cloud broker service agent (Œ) for an
information (î). The user ID (I), the corresponding password p and the current
trust value (í) are properly passed as the main input arguments in this algorithm.
Note that our algorithm works for an assumption of three types of users; for
instances (user could be authenticated trusted, uncorrupted or non-trusted users.
We expose that this algorithm would be hosted in the proxy server, denoted by
(P).

Input: User request id I; User requested password p; User Authenticated Trusted
Value �; service solicitation � (�)

Output: � to be only in two ways decision: accepted or rejected

Launch Algorithm

Proxy server P Verification (I, p);

Figure 1: Security Model Overview for Cloud Computing
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If the validation succeeds, then

P will pass the momentary request to Cloud Service User

Agent (CSUA_A);

CSUA_A Verifies �;

If � > threshold

Solicitation � for information � reaches Ś;

else

Drop the solicitation �;

End.

(C) Security Framework and Case Study Algortim to Convey Information

This second algorithm was designed for forwarding information. It means that
would be workable when a successful solicitation (�) grasp to Cloud Broker Agent
(Ś) for information (�) from the main domain (D). The trusted degree value for the
user would be updated accordingly the situation presented at the specific moment
of dropping the message of information.

Input: Cloud broker service solicitation �, trusted degree value V for domain D

Output: Convey information � to user i or deny service

Initiate Algorithm

Ś forward incoming solicitation for � to Cloud Broker Service Agent (CBSA_A);

If V> threshold

Forward � to user I via Main Proxy Server P;

CBSA updates the database for the trusted degree value;

else

Drop the solicitation �;

CBSA_A notify CSUA_A about I;

CSUA_A restore databases for I;

End.

(D)Case Study and Proposed Cloud Security Framework

The most important is to define the way of secure data communication between
the Cloud Broker Service Agent (CBSA) and the Cloud Service User Agent (CSUA)
following a Heterogeneous Cloud Computing Environment (HCCE). This
framework starts to work by asking ‘Define your Identification? The process is
done in order to determine and mostly satisfy the basic trust requirements of the
service requesting. The implementation of two-tier architecture has been developed
in this paper. To be more specific, one of them is the Broker Cloud Domain (BCD)
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and the other one is Cloud Service Provider Domain (CSPD) where an interaction
between the BCD is denoted by Level_1 and CSPD is denoted by Level_2. In general,
this two trusted level communication authenticates the CSUAs for accessing private
information from cloud data storage.

We introduce this security framework in Figure 2. and proposed the use of
monitoring techniques that actively assures the trustworthiness of the system, such
process is done by calculating any current or updated trust degree allocated in
each service requesting from the CSUA and BCD from where the request is coming.
In this framework model we have indicated how the CSUA (CSUA_1 in Figure 2)
requests a pile of information from the CBS. As the first step, when any CSUA
who wants to route any request to the CBS, they have to go through the correct
authentication process data (APD, for instance the user ID and key password which
is previously set for them by the system) so far the process is done by leveraging
an authentication through a proxy server situated in its correct domain. While
being in this approach proxy server, it is used as a communication channel centrally
located in the two domains. In our diagram flow can be seen how the Terminal
Operating Company A (TOC) and Terminal Operating Company (TOC) B is
denoted for a specific group of users who requires their Terminal Operating specific
authentication data for sending their requests to CBS through the proxy server.

When the request is passes or completed through the main proxy server and
has it reaches to the trusted-agent situated at Broker Cloud Domain (denoted as
Cloud Service User Agent (CSUA), simply CSUA_A in Figure 2). The trust degree
of the service requesting CSUA is then verified or checked by this CSUA_A attached
with its local databases which is present in the same domain (in Broker Cloud
Domain or inLevel_1). (If the current updated trust value for this CSUA is greater
than the threshold value set for this communication, then only the request reaches
to the CSP (situated in BCS Domain located in Level_2). Once this request for
information reaches to the CBS, it’s accurately and immediately passes the request
to the authenticated and trusted-agent (denoted as Cloud Broker Service Agent,
simply CBSA_A) situated in the same domain to check the trust degree of the
domain from where this request was held. Agent CBSA_A then verifies the current
or updated (this updating is done by the previous successful and / or unsuccessful
iteration information) trust degree for this specific domain and then sends all this
result (s) back to the CBSA, only if trust degree is greater than the current threshold
value set for this domain. Then the CBSA will automatically allow passing the
desired information back to that specific CSUA over the proxy server domain.
CBSA_A will then update all of the trust degree after successfully executing the
buttoned up task. If the domain trust is less than that of the current or updated
trust degree, or the CSUA does any detrimental activities, CBSA_A immediately
will inform this report to the CSUA_A situated at broker domain for immediately
measure of necessary actions. CBSA_A will in obviously turn decrease the trust
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value for this particular user. After few (depending on the different types of
communications) non-trusted activities or reports, CBSA_A will get rid of this
particular CSUA from its domain.

While developing this framework the major advantages found is that, domain
remains unaffected (with only decreased amount of trust degree than that of non-
trusted users) when a said non-trusted CSUA does means wicked activities in the
system. Therefore the trust degree of the domain will decrease accordingly with
the wicked activities and updating policies. The CBSA_A and CSUA_A will
maintain their own set of databases, throughout the user activities information
and periodically updated trust degrees for calculating updated that will show
always a trust degree. To understand the entirely process of this proposed Cloud
Security Framework, we have prepared the procedure of information in the next
section.

(E) Procedure Information Process Case Study Framework

Procedure 1: CSUA grant all validate credentials to the proxy server to request a
detail information (using the mentioned credentials set for this Terminal
Operating).

Procedure 2: As the system of this framework will required authentication
information of this user reaching to the proxy server. If this information is verified
correctly, then such request will compass to the CSUA_A (similarly for any incorrect
information request will be displayed.

Procedure 3: when the request arrives to CSUA_A for validation and checking
(or maintained updated) a trust degree for this CSUA occur.

Procedure 4: The CSUA_A again checks the trust degree with its local database
set.

Procedure 5: Process of updating results

Procedure 6: In this level, if the trust degree of the service CSUA is greater
than the threshold value, CSUA_A will automatically verify and sends this request
to CBS via proxy server.

Procedure 7: Security requirements and request reaches to the CBS.

Procedure 8: The CBS will automatically pass the request to the CBSA_A for
verification of the trust degree domain from the origin or where the request was
materialized.

Procedure 9: CBS_A has to confirm verification and checks it with the local
databases.

Procedure 10: Process of updating results
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Procedure 11: At this point, if the domain’s trust degree is in somehow not
greater than the actual threshold verified trust degree set for this domain, then
automatically the request will be not proceeded and either update this information
to CSUA_A for further actions.

Procedure 12: If the request for information satisfies the process, then a basic
trust degree is deployed.

Procedure 13: CBS will send all the required data to the service requesting
CSUA through the proxy server located at unknown place (security reasons).

Procedure 14: ‘Data information’ is determines and also confirmed if it has
reaches to the correct CSUA through the proxy server.

Procedure 15: In this finally procedure the CSUA will automatically gets the
desired data and the user displaying information.

Figure 2: Diagram Flow of the Proposed Framework
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this framework an effective mechanism to track and monitoring the data access
usage in the cloud of port logistics was presented. In general the framework system
has the functionality of authenticates the user and basically grants the specified
access rights based on the user’s role. However, the innovative approaches for
automatically logging any access to the data in the cloud together with an auditing
mechanism need to be improved. Since the data owner is the solely one to not
only audit his content but also require extremely process of enforce strong back-
end protection.

Future research needs to be conducted to process our framework approach
and verify the integrity of the data user access and the authentication in the cloud
of port logistics users through the development of software, there is personal and
ongoing projects from the main author with this respect. Such ideas for example,
are belong to investigate whether it is possible to leverage the notion of a security
in the cloud. This research was implemented to aim the introduction design,
comprehensive and more generic object-oriented approach to facilitate autonomous
protection.

Therefore the authors believe the upcoming years port logistic will be
tremendously impacted by ubiquitous technology and will support a variety of
security plans, indexing policies for text files, usage control for executables, and
generic accountability and provenance controls.
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